
Who will come out of the woodwork with 

negative rates charged to retail customers? 

When will retail bankers start to charge accounts of individuals with 

negative interest rates? That’s a key question? By not charging properly 

or at fair price, despite the benefits for individual investors, bankers are 

distorting the market and impacting other financial activities. It is sub-

normal to give zero on current accounts when the ECB charges – 50 

basis points. We know they will have to move. However, who will come 

out of the woodwork the first? DeGiro, a Dutch on-line bank, has 

decided to charged above balances of EIR 2.500,-. For the first time 

individuals will be taxed on their current accounts. Some private banks 

already started charging clients above thresholds for deposits. If such a 

bank pays to money market funds, on cash rich positions, it must of-set 

the costs. This charge of negative interests will be partly compensated 

by broker charges reductions, applied to customers. The bank will apply 

several incentives to push customers to invest more. Negative rates can 

be therefore compensated partly. Who will be the next one? At least, 

this is the beginning of a more global necessary move, no one has dared 

to initiate. When products or services aren’t properly charged, it always 

somehow and somewhere unbalances the financial system. Will it 

foster speculation on equity or other asset classes? Maybe. With a cost 

of 0,50 % any investor should consider on-boarding of a limited 

volatility to potential generate yield. A volatility at the level of the 

potential cost of negative rates is the minimum a corporation should 

tolerate and accept. The corporate asset management strategies of 

corporates must be revisited and encourage taking more risks. If banks 

do not charge for these negative rates, they will be directly impacted by 

their unbalanced ALM and could face tough times in the coming years. 

Is this central bank policy the right one? Who knows? Flat yield curves 



and even worst below zero yield curves aren’t such good news. 

Extreme situations sometime help cleaning a system or re-organizing 

the interaction of stakeholders. As rates will remain negative, no one 

could just seat and wait.  It is advised to at least contemplate 

alternative solutions and potentially to adopt more volatility, which will 

be justified by upside expectations (even if random). Decidedly, nothing 

is simple when interest rates are upside down. 
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